RESTLESSLIVING
“... restlessly dedicated to contemporary living.”
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RUBY RIDGE HOUSE

“... maintaining a visual connection to the view.”
– Barry Condon, Architect
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RUBY RIDGE HOUSE

Wanaka, New Zealand

O

n an elevated site overlooking Lake Wanaka,
the Ruby Ridge House aims to balance absolute privacy and openness simultaneously.
On the contrary to its bold mask towards the suburban street, the back of the house is glazed to enjoy
comfortably indulge in the extensive mountain and
lake views the alpine town is known for.
The house’s exterior is characterized by a simple,
mono-pitched roof and curve-edged, cedar-clad
walls, which has resulted in a dynamic design that
directs the observer ’s view towards the alpine panorama ahead, giving the owners the f reedom to enjoy their space without feeling ‘overlooked’. “ The
Ruby Ridge site is bordered by suburban streets on
two sides so we wanted create a design that would
make the occupants of the house feel secure and
not over looked f rom the street”, the project’s architect Barry Condon says. “We also wanted to create some outdoor shelter as the site can experience
strong seasonal on shore winds. To counter this, we
have designed a series of internal courtyards so the
occupants can retreat back into these spaces on
windy days, effectively using the house as a windbreak whilst still maintaining a visual connection
to the view.” These courtyards function as an extension of the living space and can be enjoyed yearround, with a board-form concrete outdoor f ireplace
for cooler nights. By integrating stacking aluminum
sliders, the f ront deck flows easily f rom the living
area, with the French oak floorboards appearing to
merge with the Kwila decking.
While the elevated site challenged the design team,
the breathtaking views make up for all the hardships. As Barry concludes: “From the moment of entry into the foyer at the rear of the house, the space
compresses and you are drawn through into the living room, with your eye focused on the mountains
and lake beyond.”

Architecture by Condon Scott Architects
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